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Speaker for January 21st, 2018
Paul Fenton-Smith
- A Secret Door to the Universe -

C

lairvoyant, writer and regular media guest
Paul Fenton-Smith is the author of ten
books. With simple language and entertaining
examples, Paul takes a practical approach to
the esoteric.
In 1985, Paul established the Academy of Psychic Sciences in Sydney, aiming to set a standard in the industry.
We are all spiritual masters in the making. Instead of being hampered
by earlier emotional and spiritual issues, it is possible to proceed
steadily towards your goals with a profound sense of purpose. This
story is one person’s journey about where we might go after death.
Although the body dies, the spirit lives on to continue a longer passage home.
Paul reveals a glimpse of that voyage and outlines some of the preparations that can be made for the most important passage we will attempt. It evokes memories of the spiritual purpose underlying physical existence based on a quest to uncover a hidden, deeper purpose
to life.
This book presents techniques to clarify your spiritual motivation. ‘A
Secret Door to the Universe’ presents a glimpse of the journey home to
our spiritual source. It describes specific meditations to cut psychic
energy cords to others, to cleanse and protect yourself and to contact
your spiritually evolved self for guidance.
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From the Editor

wo thousand and eighteen is here, and we have been fooled again.
Imaging for a minute that there is a Fairy called Technology. What
it would have been like when she whispered into the Cros-Magnon man’s
ear, “Start farming and you will not have to travel every day. It will be so
good, you will be able to feed your whole family even in winter.” But when
everyone was fed, still true happiness was still missing from the people.
We can guess she also whispered into Guthenberg’s ears, “Design this
printing press, you will be able to share information freely, print many books,
and it will be so good.” But when everyone was able to read, true happiness was still missing from the people.
She would have also told Robert Stevenson “Build this steam railway, it
will revolutionise travel, steam will power your industries, and it will be so
good.” But when everyone was able to travel, true happiness was still
missing from the people.
What about Steve Jobs: “Build this iPhone and everyone will be able to
communicate.” But.... You get my picture: happiness is still missing from
the people. Have you not ever said yourself “I will be so happy when /
if....” (fill in the dots.)
No doubt, technology has brought wonderful changes in our lives., but
we must recognise that the ‘technology fairy’ has deceived us in some way.
She has not been telling the whole truth. Yes, she brought beneficial
changes, but they have not quenched the deep desire of our heart to be
fulfilled, to be happy, to be at peace.
So where to look, if not outside? The answer lies in a special device we
have been fitted with, called the H.E.A.R.T. It is inside, constantly listening, constantly willing and eager to respond when we call on it.
My wish is for everyone this year, to spend more time listening to that
device and responding to its call...
Until next time, 							François
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A Tool for Everyday Life Problems
By Jim Waugh, East Thetford, Vermont
American Society of Dowsers, Fall 1987

T

his month, October 1987, I had the opportunity to put to practical
use some of the skills I learned at this year's annual ASD convention
in Danville, Vermont. Of the many important themes presented in the
convention's school and seminars, three stand out in my mind as being
particularly significant.
First, the likelihood of success in any dowsing search is dramatically increased by the presence of a real need.
Second, the accuracy of dowsed information is critically dependent upon
a correct phrasing of the search question,
Third, dowsing is a tool for people to use in the resolution of problems
encountered in everyday life.
After my return to my home in East Thetford, Vermont, the first severe
autumn rainstorm confronted me with an unwelcome revelation - my
roof had sprung a leak. The bathroom ceiling was developing a discoloured area that was cold and very damp to the touch.
Peering into my attic, I saw a steady drip,
drip, drip of water falling from the underside of the plywood panels which comprise
the house's sub roof. I stacked piles of dry
rags in the attic beneath the leaks and waited for the storm to end.
The next day brought sunshine, and me on
the roof applying what I believed was an
effective repair where I thought the leak ought to be. I tested my workmanship using spray from my garden hose. The result? No change: water
was seeping into the attic. And the radio was announcing the approach
of autumn's second storm.
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What to do? Well, this was ‘a problem encountered in everyday life,’ so how
about trying out my newly honed dowsing skills? I thought long and
hard about the questions I needed answered and their correct phrasing
before commencing the dowsing search.
And if ‘a real need’ would enhance the search's success, - well, my need
was dramatically urgent.
Since I had already tried once by guessing and failed at fixing the roof, I
realized I needed to know exactly where the water was seeping under the
shingles and getting into the house. Based upon observation in the attic
on the underside of the roof, I thought the side of the roof north of the
brick chimney might be a good place to begin.
The dowsing itself occurred in the basement. Since the north face of the
chimney is obstructed by the furnace, I stood facing the east face. Standing there, I mentally projected myself to the rooftop along the north side
of the chimney. To achieve this, I concentrated and repeated aloud several times, “I am now on the roof facing the north side of the chimney:
my dowsing search will be conducted from this orientation. The corner
of the chimney before me and to my left will represent the north-east
corner of the chimney and the corner before me and to my right will
represent the northwest corner of the chimney."
I held my Y-rod in a search position and asked aloud several times, "Please
indicate to me the location of the leaks in my roof by showing where
perpendicular lines from each leak would intersect the north face of the
chimney." I thereupon moved the Y-rod along the east face of the chimney in a south-to-north direction (representing the north face in an eastto-west direction). A few inches along, the rod dipped; the end of the rod
was close to the chimney surface and it bumped into it.
Using a tape measure I determined the distance from the corner where I
had started to where the Y-rod hit, and recorded it on a piece of paper.
Then I repeated my question and continued moving the rod along the
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chimney wall. The rod dipped two
more times before I came to the other
corner of the chimney. To check myself I performed the whole process
again, but this time moving in the opposite direction.
The rod, much to my relief, indicated
the same three locations. Next I asked
if there were other locations of leaks on the north side of the roof to the
east or west of the chimney. “No.”
Next, I needed to know how far away from the chimney the leaks were
located. With the Y-rod at ready I asked, “Measured in inches, how far
away from the chimney is the furthest leak?” As I counted "1 ... 2 ... 3”, the
rod dipped between 2 and 3. I then knew that the leaks were real close to
the structure and thus were in the fabric of the seal around the roof opening through which the chimney passed. On my roof that seal consists of
black roof cement neatly smeared around the roof-to-chimney juncture.
I knew at that point the number of leaks, their location, and the material to use for affecting a repair. As a final dowsing question, I asked, “If
I patch the roof as recommended, will it continue to leak?” “No.” So I patched
the roof as directed by my dowsing. Just in time too, as the storm arrived
the day after the repairs were completed. When the rain and slushy snow
had fallen for several hours, I nervously climbed into the attic. It was dry!
No drip, drip. And it remained dry. What a relief!
So I have been twice rewarded as a result of my first attendance at an
ASD convention. It was great fun participating in the dowsing school
and attending the many interesting seminars and I saved the cost of a
roof job. When I compare the price for my member’s enrolment in both
the school and the convention against the expense of a professional roof
repair, I chortle all the way to the bank.							
										Jim Waugh
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Storm Talking
By Bill Robinette and Lorna Jean Banks
American Society of Dowsers, Winter 2004

A

group of dowsers recently had a discussion about finding approaching destructive storms by using map dowsing techniques. We thought
it curious, and a bit sad, that the only suggestion, once a storm cell was
found to be imminent, was to dowse the safest place to hide and ask God
to save your sorry hide. This plea will probably not save your property or
your neighbour’s life and property.
HESTER, (Human Energy Testing and Evaluation Research), a group
based in Northern Minnesota, has shown us something else that a person
can do to ease the danger not only to you and yours, but to as many as
possible. Instead of just running, hiding, and cowering, why not try
Storm Talking?
As we all know, the weather has great force and unfathomable energy in
every lightning bolt, gust of wind, or rainfall. What many folks don't
understand is that the weather is actually conscious, a blending of many
entities in spirit form that control the components of a storm. And even
though most folks are not aware of them as awake entities, they sure
know we are! Listen to what most folks have to say about the weather well, it isn't pretty. Now, if every child in your community talked about
you, in your hearing, like we talk about the weather, how would you feel
after listening to that for age upon age?
Weather beings can be talked to simply by forming your thoughts to
them, literally speaking your requests out loud or just directing your requests mentally to them. When asking the storm entities to honour our
requests, please remember to thank them for their offering and for listening to your requests. Lightning is important to the health of the earth,
but it can be asked to be 'safe'(i.e. “Please do not strike where it will harm
any animals, people, human property, or disrupt electrical services.”) Wind
Dowsers Society of NSW – January 2018
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is also very important, but it too can be asked to be ‘safe’ (i.e. “Please keep
all winds straight line only and maximum wind speed." (I usually ask for 25
mph or less, but it's up to you.)) Rain can be too much or not enough of
a good thing. Ask for how much, or ask to divert as much as possible to
where it is more needed. Always ask with praise and respect, giving thanks
for honouring your requests. The entities are much more willing to cooperate when treated kindly!
The Caveats
1. Storms answer to a higher calling and if they are mandated to do a
particular amount of damage (you can dowse this), they will still try to
lessen the damage and honour your full requests where and when they
can. Be understanding if they don't ‘obey’ for they often are only the
‘messenger.’
2. You have to let the storm be a storm, it just doesn't have to always be
dangerous. When a cloud is full of rain, it will rain; but the entity can
keep the amount within the request usually. Also if the cloud is full and
cold, it will form ice; but it can be sleet or b-b sized hail rather than
grapefruit-sized. Be mindful that what you're asking is possible for the
system to do.
3. Don't get cocky when it works!!! All you did was learn how to make
the requests; the storm beings did all the work!
HESTER’S First Hurricane
Just as in dowsing, the proof that
this method works is determined
by the results. A few years ago a
dangerous hurricane named
Floyd was approaching Florida
and threatening NASA headquarters. It was the first time
HESTER had worked on a hurricane.
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The HESTER team asked the Free Will Positive Side and entities that
controlled the storm to:
• Move away from NASA but not back out to sea (our Navy had been
fully deployed to get into what they felt would be 'safe' waters in the
open sea).
• Slow the wind rotation and reverse the direction of the hurricane from
the top down to aid in the slowing process.
• Ask the winds to come from the mainland to reduce the wave size
from the incoming storm.
These objectives were well met. The hurricane moved up the coast to
North Carolina, and by the time it reached landfall it had wind-speeds of
80 mph and had reversed rotation of the main cell. Strong land-based
winds of 30 mph kept the expected wave crests well below projected levels.
The HESTER group learned about what was later to be called an 'event
parameter' (i.e. what a hurricane can do, what makes up a hurricane, and
what can be asked of it). Rainfall was not considered but later research in
storm talking found that this too can be changed and directed to a high
degree.
Other Weather Events in 2003
Later, a large Category Four hurricane named Lilly was threatening New
Orleans. I was asked by the HESTER group to work with them in helping to slow the rotation to limit the destruction of Lilly. When it finally
did come ashore, it was reduced to a Category One with wind speeds of
75 mph, and it missed New Orleans.
Later data indicated that Lilly should never have been reduced to a Category One. In other words, there was absolutely no physical reason for it
to have changed. All incoming data suggested that it should have stayed
a Category Four. Many papers will be written by meteorologists wondering why Lilly did what she did.
Dowsers Society of NSW – January 2018
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On a more local note for me, the Saturday before Easter 2003, the church
was having an Easter egg hunt for the town's thirty children. A big rain
was imminent on the horizon. I asked the storm beings if it was possible
to please divide and miss the area of the egg hunt. Through the whole of
the outside activities, the clouds stayed on the horizon and the children
stayed dry. But as soon as they went in for refreshments, the hole closed
and the heavy rain came howling through. I did make sure to thank the
storm beings for that one!
A thunderstorm was heading directly
towards Texarkana, and with it funnel
clouds were spotted fifteen miles away
about to visit Hooks, Texas. I asked the
storm beings to please slow the tornado
rotation and keep it off the ground and
safely up in the sky, as well as safe lightening and small hail so as not to cause
damage. It is documented that there was
no real damage in the areas for which I
had requested help.
The spring of 2003 produced many damaging storms. If there had been
a storm talker in Broken Bow and Oklahoma City, the damage may have
been reduced. Likewise perhaps some of the deaths and destruction in
Missouri and Tennessee could have been avoided if a few storm talkers
had requested safer weather. One or two storm talkers can't keep track of
all the individual storms, and many damaging storms are missed.
We need more people willing to learn how to do this and monitor their
areas of dwelling. Each of you can be a storm talker. The life and property you ask to be spared may be your own.
Bill Robinette is a long-time dowser and teacher whose interest in the art of
extreme dowsing led him to Storm Talking. Lorna Jean Banks is co-director
of HESTER.
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Dowsing to Help Animals
By Maggie Percy
American Society of Dowsers, Spring 2005

D

owsing is not only an excellent way to interact with animals, it's a
wonderful tool for helping them. You can use dowsing to improve
your animal's nutrition, behaviour, emotional health and to communicate with him or her, among other things. By using dowsing to help animals, you will also expand your horizons, become more intuitive and
more attuned to the natural world, a worthy set of objectives!
Society generally tends to rely upon science as a means of assessing truth
or value. Therefore, the preferred way of helping animals is through scientific methods, such as veterinarians are trained to use. Unfortunately,
science has a very restrictive viewpoint concerning animals. It only accepts as true that which has been ‘proven’ scientifically.
Such things as communicating with animals in nonverbal ways, healing
with energy techniques, the process of bonding with a particular animal
and whether animals have emotions are all subjects that science either
dismisses or ignores. Why? Because it can’t demonstrate through experimental means that they truly exist.
In ignoring or minimizing these subjects, science diminishes the full
spectrum of the human-animal relationship. As a dowser with two biology degrees and experience working as a scientist for NASA, I am aware
of the strengths of the scientific viewpoint. I can also see that dowsing,
although scientifically unverifiable, has much to offer in terms of our relationships with animals, as opposed to using only scientific methods.
When you use your intuitive senses, you commune with animals on their
own turf, as they are highly intuitive beings. You begin to see things from
their point of view and open yourself to a better understanding of their
needs, wants and feelings.
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Dowsing and the use of intuition also have the value of being self-empowering. By learning to listen to your inner voice, you can know what
is right for you without always having to consult ‘experts.’ Dowsing will
help you rely as much on what you know (gnow) as on what society expects you to think.
The recent scare over West Nile virus
is an excellent example. There were
cases of vaccines being promoted inappropriately during this scare.
Mosquitoes transmit the disease, and
yet areas with no mosquito activity
were being blitzed by radio ads that
promoted fear about this virus. Dowsers could easily tell if their horses
would be helped by the West Nile virus vaccination, or harmed by it, or
neither. The empowerment of dowsing is of inestimable value. It can help
you to make calm, accurate decisions rather than blindly following fads.
But dowsing is more than a way of getting information. Those who use
dowsing and employ their intuitive senses find that they bond more
closely to their animal friends because they are able to see things from the
animal's point of view. One drawback of the scientific viewpoint is that
it tends to look at living things as glorified machines. In my opinion and
from my experience, animals are far more complex than machines, and
they don't operate from a rational point of view.
They are far more attuned to instinct and intuition than to analysis.
Therefore, dowsing (an intuitive technique) is a great way to commune
and communicate with animals. There are probably countless uses of
dowsing to help animals, but what follows is a sampling of some of the
ones we have used ourselves or for our clients. Anyone can use dowsing
for these purposes. It requires a certain level of skill, which can be developed through practice. It also requires a level of detachment, which also
Page 12
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can come through practice.
So start using dowsing to get in touch with your animals. Please note that
we are not suggesting that you should substitute dowsing for competent
professional help of any type for your animals. However, it is a useful
adjunct as part of a program of proper nutrition, training and health
care.
Environmental energies affect your pet. We spend a lot of time doing
space clearings, and we have had many cases where noxious environmental energies affected the health of our human and animal clients. You will
find that if you dowse to locate then clear those energies, your pets health
and behavior may improve dramatically. You should clear your space and
the space your animals inhabit as regularly as you vacuum your house or
wash your clothes. Dowsers can do this rather readily, though it helps to
have experience with this particular type of dowsing if you want to have
optimal success.
Diet is one of the most important aspects of your animal's health. Dowsing is an excellent way to check your pet's food and water. Most grocery
store pet food is very poor quality, as is most tap water. Animals can tell
this better than humans and often refuse to eat or drink questionable
food or water. If you have an apparently finicky animal, dowsing will
help you determine why your animal is refusing to eat what you offer.
Dowsing will also help you craft the best feeding program for your animal friend, and modify it over time as his or her needs change.
Nutritional supplementation is becoming a popular way of improving
the health of humans and animals alike. Dowsers can check the level in
effects (efficacy) of supplements, dowse for appropriate dosage and dowse
whether the animal can tolerate the supplement or if there will be side
effects. Just because a supplement dowses as being highly beneficial, it
does not automatically follow that the animal will assimilate it or adjust
to it without any side effects. Remember that things change on a daily
basis, so dowse daily for your animal's supplements.
Dowsers Society of NSW – January 2018
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Medicines (prescription and nonprescription) and vaccines are routinely
accepted as being helpful for animals, but an increasing amount of evidence points to side effects that can be damaging. Dowsing will allow
you to determine if the medicine/vaccination will be effective, if it will
have side effects, how well your animal can tolerate it and what dosage is
safest.
Not all animals can tolerate drugs and vaccines, especially if they are
older or ill. Your veterinarian often bases recommendations on what is
thought to be good for most animals, as his or her knowledge of your pet
may be limited. Your animal may fall into the central part of that bell
shaped curve, or not. Use dowsing to find out how appropriate the recommended treatment is for your animal companion.
Therapies of all kinds are now
available for animals. Acupuncture, massage, Reiki, chiropractic;
the list is endless. Use dowsing to
determine the level in effects on a
plus-ten to minus-ten scale and to
note any side effects.
You can dowse to see how many
treatments your animal friend will
need before you see progress on resolution of the problem. You can also
dowse to see which therapy you should use next.
Surgical procedures of all kinds are also becoming more available for
animals. The price, however, is often prohibitive. Instead of letting money determine whether your pet will have surgery, use dowsing to determine the level in effects of that procedure for the condition.
Will the procedure solve the problem but create new ones? Is your animal healthy enough to tolerate the trauma of surgery? What do you need
to do after surgery to help your animal regain its health more quickly? Is
Page 14
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there an alternative to surgery that will accomplish the goal more easily,
safely, cheaply, quickly, with fewer side effects? Dowsing will help you
answer these questions.
Breeding your animal for fun or profit is a serious decision to be undertaken after much reflection and research. Dowsing will help you determine if your animal wants to be bred (and this is more important than
you may think), whether she is healthy enough to be bred, and to whom
she should be bred and when. You can also use dowsing to determine the
sex of unborn babies and the number as well, if you are interested.
Showing or competing with your companion animal is likewise a serious
undertaking. The first thing you want to dowse is whether your animal
wants to do this type of activity. If your animal is emotionally unfit for
competition, you are likely to traumatize it or, at the very least, waste
your time. You can check the health and the training program of your
animal athlete using dowsing as well, as an animal needs a certain level of
physical fitness before participating in competition. Dowsing is also a
way of checking which competitions you should participate in for best
results.
Training is a vital aspect for developing a good relationship with your
pet. Check with your animal about
whether he wants to participate in a
particular type of training program.
Then evaluate the available programs
and/or trainers by dowsing.
Behavioural issues are very common
with companion animals. Dowsing
will help you determine if nutrition,
health problems, emotional issues,
stress or environmental energies are
contributing to the problem. You can
also use dowsing to craft a program
Dowsers Society of NSW – January 2018
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to resolve the issues and sometimes to clear them up.
Physical challenges are becoming more common in our animal friends.
They are succumbing to poor nutrition, lack of exercise and high levels
of stress common in our culture. Dowsing will help you determine what
is energetically behind the symptoms, and whether the cause is internal
or external. These root causes can then be cleared. Often, this will relieve
or even remove the physical symptom.
Finding lost animals is a common use of dowsing, and can be done in
person or long distance through map
dowsing and communication. You will
get better results if you ask in advance
if the animal wants to be found, as
some animals run away on purpose.
This use of dowsing is usually challenging, as it involves the animal in a more
dynamic and emotionally charged way
than the above examples.
Animal communication can be done
through dowsing. Just ask simple questions that have yes or no responses.
Make sure you aren't attached to what the answers might be, or you may
get faulty responses. As with using dowsing to find lost animals, this application can be a bit challenging since you are directly working with
another living being.
If you communicate with animals using dowsing, you will discover that
sometimes they lie, sometimes they don’t want to talk to you and it can
be a challenge to interpret your results. In spite of these potential drawbacks, dowsing to communicate directly with your animal companion is
preferable to not communicating directly at all. As with all types of dowsing, your results will improve with practice.
Page 16
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Some important points to remember when you dowse to help animals:
• For best results, remember to ask the animal for permission before doing anything.
• Be very careful how you word your questions. Learning to ask the
right question is vital in dowsing of any kind.
• Adopt a detached interest so that you are open to whatever the answer
is. Be curious, not fearful.
• Always dowse the level in effects of what you propose to do on a plusten to minus-ten scale.
• Only implement solutions that rank above plus-five.
• Practice is an important part of success with dowsing, so use your
dowsing on yourself and your animals daily.
• When you use dowsing as part of a therapy to help your animal, remember to protect yourself from taking on any of your animal's ‘stuff'
by using intention or another appropriate method. Have a dowsing
friend check your answers if you are unsure of their validity.
If you begin to use dowsing regularly with your animal friend, you will
certainly improve your understanding of him or her. You will have a
more harmonious relationship. You will save money (lots of it). You will
enhance the quality of life for your pet. And you will be empowering
yourself tremendously. So use your intuition and dowse to help your
animal friends.
Maggie Percy and her husband Nigel own ‘Walking Three Paths, Inc.’ in
Northern AZ. They offer services for humans and animals that include dowsing, animal communication, personal and space clearings, nutritional and
behavioral counseling. On their website, www.walking3paths.com, they sell
dowsing tools, books and CD courses including ‘Intuitive Animal Care’ and
'A Course in Dowsing’.
They may be reached by email at Walking3paths@leapmail.net
Dowsers Society of NSW – January 2018
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Two Temples Tour, 25 February, 2018

M

any people travel the world, particularly ‘the East’ to visit elaborate
temple structures of the past and present.

We are lucky to have some amazing samples of temples like those overseas right at home, close to us in Sydney.
The Fo Guang Shan Nan Tien Buddhist Temple

Page 18
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Located near Wollongong this temple offers classes and retreats, and is
open to the public with a cafe and a vegetarian restaurant.
The Sri Venkateswara Hindu Temple

This amazing temple is located in Helensburg.

A statue of Ganesh

Our plan is to meet up at Sutherland Station at 9 am, where we will
board our bus to go down to Wollongong to visit the Fo Guang Shan
Nan Tien Buddhist Temple for a tour and lunch. On the way back we
will be visiting the Hindu Sri Venkateswara Temple. You can ‘Google’
these temples for more information.
The bus trip will be $15 for members, $25 for non-members and $10 for
children. There is a tour available at the Buddhist Temple itself, which
costs $6.00 per person, and they offer a lunch for $13.
Please see overleaf for booking. Bookings close at the January meeting.
Dowsers Society of NSW – January 2018
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Two Temples Tour Registration Form
		Sunday 25 February, 2018		 Participants
Cost 		

Bus trip: Member ($15)

X

=

				

Non Member ($25)

X

=

				

Children ($10)

X

=

			Buddhist Temple Tour ($6)

X

=

				

X

=

Lunch ($13)

		

		

Enclosed is my cheque / money order for

Total =

Name:
Email:
Enter the number of participants for each item and total the amounts.
Direct deposit is preferred
Account name: 		
Dowsers Society of NSW Inc
BSB: 				
032 298
Account number: 		
173532
		 Bank: 				
Westpac Banking Corporation
		 Important: make sure to Quote reference YourName+25Feb2018
Forward payment with completed form, or if direct deposit, email to:
						
Dawn Heller
					
6/B Ruse Street, North Ryde, 2113
						
Tel: 0408 966 742
					
Email: dawn_heller@hotmail.com
						
Page 20
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Your Membership Renewal
is now due.

e have started the year 2018 at a time when serious challenges to
our environment, ourselves and our own survival as a species await
us. How do you hold onto your own peace, how to reflect it so it also affects your environment and how do you evolve as a person?
Dowsing offers some personal solutions, and the Dowsers Society of NSW
Inc. endeavours to provide training, and relevant information, via monthly
presentations and newsletter articles.
You can stay tuned to Dowsing, participate in learning, as well as support
the Society, by renewing your membership, either in person at the meeting, or by mail.
You can tear off and send the Membership Renewal Form, located on the
other side of this page, with a cheque or money order made out to Dowsers Society of NSW Inc. However, our preferred method of payment is
by bank deposits. Just make sure to mention your name on the deposit,
so we know who has renewed.
Details of our account are as follows:
		
		
		
		
		

Account name: 		
BSB: 				
Account number:
Bank: 				

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc
032 298
173532
Westpac Banking Corporation

Important: make sure to put your name as a reference

Enrol a Friend
Looking for a nice and meaningful gift for a friend?
Look no further, offer them a yearly membership to the Society. Your gift
will endure as they receive 12 information packed newsletters, and will
be able to attend our monthly meetings as a member.
Dowsers Society of NSW – January 2018
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Send form with Cheque or Money order
(do not send cash) to:
Dowsers Society of NSW Inc
C/- Robyn Lee, 50 Gerard Street
Alexandria NSW 2015
- See overleaf for direct Deposit option

$40.00 Renew, ordinary member
$35.00 Renew concession member
$5.00 Additional family member
$50.00 Enrol a new friend as a gift

Postcode:

Surname:

Tear off here and mail with your payment






Mobile:

Telephone:

Email:

State:

First name:

Suburb:

Address line 2:

Address line 1:

Title:

Membership Renewal Form

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc

Dowsers Online Healing Group

I

recently picked up a book called ‘90 Minutes in Heaven’, (by Don
Piper) in a second hand bookshop. This is the story of a priest called
Don, driving back from a convention who gets in a terrible accident
where both his left arm and leg were almost severed from his body. The
paramedics came, said he was dead and left.
Ninety minutes after the accident, another priest (Dick), a friend of Don
from the same convention, drives past, recognizes the car and stops. He
is told Don is dead. He reaches inside the wreck and touches Don’s hand.
To his surprise the hand clutches his. In spite of the horrific body damage
and the ninety minutes left unattended, Don is still alive.
Dick then starts praying aloud. This was, in his words, the deepest prayer
he ever managed. The paramedics were called back and Dick went with
them all the way to the emergency room. During the trip, he was able to
call many of his parishioners to join the prayer, who called others, forming a chain of prayer, sending remote healing to Don. It took a year and
many surgeries to get him back to an almost normal life, but this clearly
demonstrated the incredible power of prayer and remote healing.
So this brings us to our own Healing Group. It has been operating for
quite a few years now and has brought relief to many. Members who
want to participate are welcome to join the group.
We do collect a weekly list of individuals and situations needing our
combined dowsers' healing, and we dowse together, remotely. Our List
organiser, Rebecca, is resigning from the position, as she is moving interstate. We thank her for her generous, willing spirit and wish her well.
We are looking for a volunteer to manage the Healing Request List, and
send it to the healers in the group every Wednesday.
Contact - Robyn Lee, Email: bainlee@smartchat.net.au
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Library News

W

e have some new Audio CDs for our members to delve into!

Guided Meditations for Self Healing:
Jack Kornfield (2 CD set)
Meditation brings you into a deep communion with your own body and heart,
but what happens when you are sick or in
pain?
With Guided Meditations for Self-Healing, Jack Kornfield guides you through
meditations created specifically to ease
physical and emotional suffering, and activate a powerful capacity for restoring yourself to wholeness.
The Practice of Pure Awareness:
Reginald A Ray, PhD
Your body is already awake. The journey of
enlightenment, teaches Reggie Ray, ultimately leads you beyond the limits of the
‘head space’ and into the living wisdom of
the very cells that make up your physical
form.
With The Practice of Pure Awareness, Reggie shares what he sees as the essence of the Tibetan tantric tradition: allowing the depth and fullness of body-based or somatic intelligence to
reveal itself.
Nine Step-by-Step Sessions (CDs) of Somatic Meditation Training.
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Shamanic Visioning:
Sandra Ingerman (6 CD set)
With Shamanic Visioning, Sandra Ingerman presents a complete audio training
course in powerful techniques for tapping
into the boundless creative energy of the
unseen world.
Join this renowned teacher for more than
seven hours of instruction and insight as
you learn to open yourself to the world of
spirit, access reservoirs of healing energy for yourself and others, and empower yourself to fulfil the highest vision of your life.
Stress-Proof Your Brain:
Rick Hanson PhD (2 CD set)
Our brains have evolved powerful tools
for coping with threats and danger—but
in the face of modern stresses like information overload, money worries, and interpersonal conflicts, our survival reflexes
can do more harm than good.
To help you adapt your nervous system to
the challenges of today’s world, neuropsychologist Dr. Rick Hanson presents
Stress-Proof Your Brain. Join him to learn
research-based techniques and meditations that will literally reshape
your brain to make you more resilient, confident, and peaceful.
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Speaker for February 18th, 2018
Marlaine Nicholson-Smith
- Spirit Guide Drawings -

M

arlaine Nicholson-Smith is a selftaught artist who has been drawing
Spirit Guide portraits since 1999 by private commission.
Marlaine has attended the Sydney Mind
Body Spirit Festival, various psychic & alternative fairs throughout Sydney and the
Central Coast of NSW.
She has also done public demonstrations
with some of Australia’s well known Mediums.
As a spiritualist medium, Marlaine is able to connect to spirit guides,
angels, elementals and the souls of your departed loved ones. Sometimes during a spirit guide drawing a likeness of a passed over family
member may appear. Although it may not be an exact image, it can
be verified by photographs, which helps bring comfort, peace and
closure for family members.
Marlaine will lead you through a meditation to meet your spirit
guides and then assist you to draw the image you receive. Paper and
materials will be provided.
You can read more about Marlaine here: www.pastlifesydney.com.au
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, 506 bus goes from Town Hall House, Druitt St, Stand L, to
Gladesville Rd, cnr of Pitt St, Hunters Hill
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm

Website address
www.dowsingaustralia.com
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